
The Electric Fruit 



Question
Which citrus fruit produces the greatest amount of electrical 
energy?

The independent variable is the amount of citrus fruit used.

The dependent variable is the amount of electrical energy in each fruit.

The controlled variable is the multimeter.

Variables



Background

These are my reasons of choosing the topic and why: 
My reasons for choosing this topic is because I really 
enjoy eating acidity fruits. And it would be really 
interesting to see the amount of electrical energy they 
can produce. 



Research

The amount of acid in citrus fruits acts as electrolyte that leads 
electricity. Many fruits such as grapefruit, oranges, and lime all 
create a great amount of electrical energy however the lemon 
creates the greatest amount of electrical energy. This is because 
the lemon is a more acidic fruit and the more acid it has the 
more electricity it can create. Soft and sugary fruits are less 
effective, so they create less electricity. Electrodes can produce a 
charge between acidic fruits especially a lemon. 



Materials

Materials needed for this experiment: Lemon, lime, 
grapefruit, orange, digital multimeter, plate, 
zinc-plated steel common nails, multimeter probes, 
and copper.

Hypothesis

The lemon will produce the greatest amount of 
electrical energy, because it is the most acidic. 



Procedures

Step 1: Push the nail into the fruit.

Step 2: Push the copper piece into the fruit.

Step 3: Adjust the multimeter to a voltage reading setting.

Step 4: Touch the red probe tip to the copper piece and the black probe 
tip to the copper piece and the black probe tip to the nail.

Step 5: Look at the multimeter to determine the fruits electrical energy.

Step 6: Record your findings.

Step 7: Repeat these steps with the rest of the fruits.



Data Table



Graphs



Observations

Observation 1: It was a little difficult to keep the fruits still 
without them rolling while trying to make the multimeter probe 
tips touch the nail and copper.

Observation 2: The nail and copper piece were easy to push into 
the fruits because both had quite pointy ends.

Observation 3: It was a little frustrating because the multimeter 
kept changing but eventually it stopped on the number I 
recorded.



Data Analysis

● The lime produced 0.50 volts 
● The grapefruit produced 0.51 volts 
● The orange produced 0.64
● The lemon produced 0.76 volts 

I found that the lemon produced more electrical energy than the other 
citrus fruits. This tells us that the more acidic the fruit is it produces more 
electrical energy.



Conclusion

Which citrus fruit produces the greatest amount of energy? 
The lemon did produce the most electrical energy. The more 
acidic a fruit is, the more electricity it can produce. The lemon 
is the most acidic of all the fruits used. The results supported 
the hypothesis because the lemon did indeed produce the 
greatest amount of energy. 



Further Research

To improve or change the experiment I would add more fruits 
that people don’t think are citrusy and maybe do more trials. I 
want to learn how much electrical energy it takes in a lemon 
to power a lightbulb.
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